Age-related differences of saccade induced cortical activation.
Recent functional MRI (fMRI) studies have described the increased task-related brain activation in older subjects during motor, cognitive and perceptual tasks. Age affects the ability to control saccadic eye movements. To investigate the age-related changes of oculomotor control, we studied the representation of saccades in 11 young (median age 29 years) and 11 older (median age 62 years) healthy individuals using fMRI. Brain activation was measured during a visually guided prosaccade trial. Differences in activation between rest and saccades as well as between younger and older subjects were assessed with statistical parametric mapping (SPM). In both age groups, activation of a frontoparietal network was observed. Older subjects showed increased activation compared to younger subjects with overactivation in bilateral parietal eye fields, the right frontal eye field, as well as in the right extrastriate cortex. We conclude that older adults increase activation in an extended oculomotor and visual network to maintain performance during simple prosaccades. This observation also underlines the importance of using appropriate age-matched control groups in fMRI studies after brain lesions.